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Documentary

See No Evil Arrow Media Discovery ID
3 x 60 min Documentary
Using actual security camera footage, first person interviews with family, friends and investigators, this series reveals
the haunting moments leading up to a murder, often uncovering surprising suspects and evidence.

Yorkshire Auction House STV Studios Discovery ID
2 x 60 min Documentary
The series follows Auctioneer Angus Ashworth and his team as they travel across the country to clear out houses
packed full of trinkets, treasure and junk, taking any valuable items to auction and turning them into serious profit for
the owner.

Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas Raise the Roof Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Kirstie provides a flurry of jovial festive fun - with enough competitions, makes, decorations, gifts, food and drink to
inspire every kind of crafter

Real Time Crime Future Studios Discovery ID
60 min Documentary
This true crime series taps into citizen sleuthing in an archive-driven way and gives unprecedented access inside the
complex web of surveillance networks built with the intent of keeping America safe. Using existing CCTV footage and
interviews with law enforcement officers and owners of private CCTV networks whose footage contributed to
prosecuting criminals.

Unearthed, Series 5 Windfall Films Discovery 2 x
60 min Documentary (+ Series 4 Reversion Edit)
This series decodes history’s greatest mysteries in a new and unique way, revealing ancient wonders in a way you’ve
never seen before.

War Factories Wag TV Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
This incredible series is more than the epic story of war production. No matter how many soldiers or how clever the
generals or how daring the strategy, a war cannot be won if there are not enough bullets and steel and planes and food
and tanks. Each episode features film archive, expert interviews and the most incredible true stories about WW1 and 2.
This show is shocking and entertaining, but there’s also genuinely ground-breaking, emotional, insightful history.
Series Producer: Mike Ibeji, Executive Producer:Martin Durkin
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Europe From Above Windfall Films National Geographic
60 min Documentary
This series of spectacular aerial journeys reveals the secrets of the world’s most extraordinary countries with unique
access laying bare the traditions, innovations and engineering breakthroughs that continue to shape these great
modern nations today.

Weird Earth Wag Entertainment Discovery
60 min Documentary
Captured on camera around the world, this powerful series reveals weather phenomena that can’t be explained. From
sinister lightning shooting up from the earth, to logic-defying horizontal tornadoes … this is weather that is spectacular,
frightening, and defies rational explanation.

Rise of the Machines Windfall Films Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
Using mind-blowing CGI animations to ‘explode apart’ some of the world’s most extreme machines to reveal the
extraordinary engineering at the heart of their design.
Series Producer: Mark Bridge, Executive Producer: Carlo Massarella

Gold Rush: Dave Turin’s Lost Mine Raw TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
Gold miner Dave Turin, previously featured in Gold Rush, visits 8 disused gold mines around the Western United States
and decides which mine to get up and running to turn it into a profitable, working mine.

Building the Ultimate Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
Each 60-minute episode uses CGI animations to discover some of the world’s most extreme machines to reveal the
extraordinary engineering at the heart of their design.
Series Producer: Stuart Rose, Executive Producer: Carlo Massarella

World War Weird Wag TV Yesterday
4 x 60 min Documentary
From Nazi flying saucers and ‘vampire squadrons’ to zombie spies, monsters from the deep and armies of intelligent
killer apes, this is war at its weirdest. Here are the bizarre stories you won’t find in any other history show. Each episode
features film archive, expert interviews and the most incredible stories about WW1 and 2.
Series Producer: Mike Ibeji, Executive Producer: Martin Durkin

How Do They Do It? Series 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 , and 15 Wag TV Discovery
100 x 30 min Documentary
One of the most successful pop-science shows on TV.
Series Producer: Richard Stansfield, Executive Producer: Martin Durkin
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Mysteries of the Northern Lights Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary CBC Canada
A 1 hour special about the Northern lights and how they affect Planet Earth. Following a group of Aurora hunters as
they discover new and exciting theories on how the Northern lights are created.
Executive Producer: Dan Kendall

Can’t Pay, We’ll Take it Away Brinkworth Films Channel 5
60 min Documentary
This series follows the pursuits of Bailiffs on their quest to collect debts.
Series Producer: Anna Kelvie, Executive Producer: Charlie Clay

Supertruckers Lion TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
Each 60-minute episode follows the trials and deliveries of every day of Haulage firm Metcalf.
Series Producer: Charlie Smith, Executive Producer: Nick Shearman

Strip the Cosmos Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
Each 60-minute episode examines the solar system and its various planets.
Series Producer: Dan Kendall, Executive Producer: Carlo Massarella

Monuments: Blowing up History Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
Each 60-minute episode will examine various iconic buildings from around the world. CGI mixed with live action. Series
Producer: Dan Kendall, Executive Producer: Carlo Massarella

How Machines Work Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
Each 60-minute episode will examine the mechanical anatomy of 6 different ‘machines’, from parking meters to car
washes, traffic lights to escalators. CGI mixed with live action about how various machines are built and work.
Series Producer: Dan Kendall, Executive Producer: Carlo Massarella

Nasa’s Unexplained Files Wag TV Discovery Science
60 min Documentary
In this special, we reveal NASA's top ten unexplained encounters using original footage and revealing interviews with
astronauts and scientists. Can these phenomena be explained away through science and detective work? Or have
NASA's cameras captured signs of extraterrestrial life?
Series Producer: Greg Chivers, Executive Producer: Martin Durkin

Combat Dealers, Series 2 Wag TV Quest / Discovery
60 min Documentary
Following the adventures of Bruce Crompton, a buyer and seller of old military kit. He travels around the barns and
battlefields of Europe and the old Eastern Bloc, hunting down everything from old radio kits to WWII tanks.
Series Producer: Simon Everson, Executive Producer: Martin Durkin
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Turbo Pickers Wag TV Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
Turbo Pickers follows mechanic Dave Southall and businessman Paul Cowland as they search for rare vehicles on the
brink of being scrapped. The duo source cars in scrap yards and disused workshops and then repair and flip them for a
profit.
Series Producer: Simon Everson, Executive Producer: Martin Durkin

Combat Countdown Wag TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
Combining archives, interviews, location footage and graphics, this fast paced and explosive new series takes a look at
the world’s very best military hardware.
Series Producer: Greg Chivers, Executive Producer: Martin Durkin

Super Freaks of Nature Wag TV Discovery Science
2 x 60 min Documentary, Assistant Editor
Super Freaks of Nature is unlike any wildlife programme you’ve ever seen before, following the world’s leading scientists
as they discover the amazing abilities of the world’s most remarkable animals.
Series Producer: Nick Patterson

Margaret – Death Of A Revolutionary Wag TV Channel 4
90 min Documentary, Assistant Editor
Prime time feature length documentary about the life and career of Margaret Thatcher.
Executive Producer and Director: Martin Durkin
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